
MISSION VISION VALUES HARLEY DAVIDSON

Harley-Davidson's vision statement and mission statement are shown in this case study and analysis on
Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

We will evaluate each goal to measure whether it meets this criterion and the needs of the main stakeholders.
Increasing its consumer base can only be beneficial to its other stakeholders. Post navigation. Grow Our
Business without Growing our Environmental Impact We will also be increasingly environmentally and
socially responsible, paying close attention to the impact we make on the planet and society. Employees
benefit from this goal. Our dealers are ambassadors of the brand and create experiences and bonds that can last
a lifetime. Product development. The company stays on course with its strategic plan, despite the economy
and the decline of American manufacturing and what might be considered its dwindling U. Harley-Davidson,
Inc. As a result, the company has faltered but never truly failed. Although it is an American institution like a
lot of older brands, it may lose it appeal a younger population. It's building new riders that will keep us
cruising for another century and beyond, and our efforts are squarely on inspiring new riders who will one day
carry the torch for our sport and our brand. The goal is not completely measurable. Each stakeholder has its
own motives for being involved with the organization. Deliver Superior Return on Invested Capital HDMC
One of our greatest core strengths has been and will continue to be delivering superior financial returns to our
shareholders. We also provide: Riding experiences and events Accessories to customize our motorcycles
Riding apparel and gear for riders and passengers Casual apparel and accessories for riders, passengers and
enthusiasts Motorcycle service parts Harley-Davidson Financial Services offers a complete line of financing
options and insurance products and services to help get and keep customers on the road. Measuring motive
imagery contained in the vision statement. This benefits the customers by providing quality products that keep
up with advances in technologies and consumer desires. These goals include obtaining flexible manufacturing,
creating shorter product development times; developing a premium customer experience and fulfilling dreams
Harley Davidson, , p. HD should be careful that it continues to gain new customers as it reliable customer base
ages and are no longer able or willing to ride. Dream fulfillment. Employee empowerment Value-added
activities In this vision statement, Harley-Davidson highlights the importance of an action-oriented approach
to develop its business. Its time to redraft your mission statement. How to cite this page Choose cite format:.
Lucas, J. It is beneficial to all stakeholders. Throughout the world, Harley-Davidson unites people deeply,
passionately and authentically. This includes an in store and online experience. Harley Davidson plans to work
with all of its stakeholders to ensure that all of its many faces culminate in a great customer experience. What
all riders have in common regardless of their age, gender or ethnicity is they are all freedom-loving,
adventure-seeking individuals whom aspire to the values Harley-Davidson stands for â€” independence,
authenticity and the passion for being on the open road. It does not quantify how much it wants to decrease the
timeliness of product development. Being recognized as an iconic brand is gratifying, but igniting the fire
within people on the many roads of the world is what we are all about.


